Word-Picture Match

Three sounds of -ed

Objective:

Students will learn that the letters -ed can make three different sounds.
/t/ - example: missed
/d/ - example: pulled
/ed/ or /id/- example: tested

Materials:

Word cards with -ed (pages 2-4)

Set up:

Copy the cards on card stock.
Cut the cards on the dotted lines.

How to Play:

Students sort the cards into three categories of ed sounds: /t/, /d/, /ed/
/t/ - washed, asked, fixed, looked, jumped, mixed, talked, crashed, hopped, baked
/d/ - drilled, spelled, fried, cried, spelled, moved, loved, stayed
/id/ - ended, wanted, hunted, rented, started, waited, needed, folded
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drilled
asked
spelled

fixed
ended
fried
looked  wanted  cried

jumped  mixed  crashed

hunted
moved rented loved

hopped waited stayed

washed